Compression of videos results in mosquito and flickering artifacts. This paper illustrates the reduction of flickering and mosquito artifacts using adaptive fuzzy filter and bilateral filter and their comparison. Adaptive fuzzy filter is a motion compensated spatiotemporal filter applied to the inter-frame and intra-frame pixels for the reduction of artifacts. Bilateral filter depends on the combination of two parameters -intensity and spatial distance. We have calculated and plotted the graph for PSNR values for the comparison of the two. Experimental results show that the reduction of artifacts using bilateral filter gives better image quality and better robustness. Experimental results illustrating the performance of the two techniques are presented and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The widely used video compression is normally based on block based DCT technique. DCT exhibits good energy compaction, low computational complexity and de-correlation properties. The main drawback of DCT based compression in video is the formation of blocking, mosquito and flickering artifacts. Blocking artifacts is characterized by visually noticeable changes in pixel values along block boundaries Mosquito artifacts is caused due to the edge busyness in successive still images appear in sequence as a shimmering blur of dots around edges. This artifact come from ringing artifacts when many compressed frames displayed in a sequence. Flicker artifact [1] happen due to the noticeable temporal discontinuity around the intra-frame. It is usually visible more in smooth areas of the image and particularly visible in large groups of pixels. Video quality can be significantly improved by decreasing the mosquito and flickering artifacts. The inconsistency in quality over frames is a temporal distortion caused by quantizing the residual signals [2] .
Numerous algorithms have been proposed to alleviate these artifacts in compressed images/videos. For the reduction of artifacts, an effective post-processing method [3] and [4] such as linear low pass filter was used. Most of the de-noising methods are frame based enhancement. Projections onto convex set based method were proposed with multiframe constraint in [5] to reduce artifacts. In [6] , flickering artefact term is used to find the optimal prediction and block size mode for intra-frame coding. A similar method was introduced in [7] for flickering reduction in Motion JPEG 2000. In [8] the spatiotemporal median filter for non-motion blocks was used to deal with characteristics of mosquito artifacts and this method cannot achieve better enhancement. A trained bilateral filter was explained in [9] but it requires complicated training based approach and used only for image enhancement. Bilateral filter was illustrated in [10] for the reduction of blocking artifacts in images.
In this paper we are using adaptive fuzzy filter and the bilateral filter to reduce artifacts in compressed videos. The spread parameter of the adaptive fuzzy filter depends on the motion compensated vector and that of the bilateral filter depends on the intensity domain and spatial domain. The performance of both the filter techniques is then evaluated by calculating the PSNR values. This paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with reduction of artifacts using adaptive fuzzy filter. The concept of bilateral filter for artifact removal is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents simulation results of two methods and comparison of their performance. Finally, section V gives concluding remarks.
REDUCTION OF ARTIFACTS USING ADAPTIVE FUZZY FILTER
The basic idea behind adaptive fuzzy compensated spatiotemporal filter is to increase the correlation between pixels and making surrounding frames motion compensated before applying the filter. Assume that an adaptive fuzzy filter h [10] is is applied to a set Ω of neighboring pixels
is the Gaussian membership function and fuzzy filter co-efficient for the neighboring pixels at the location
is the spread parameter of the filter with amplitude m and scaling factor F.
In the adaptive fuzzy filter, chroma components are upsampled to the same size of luma component. Three frames are given for upsample the chroma components, i.e.,
x[t+T], x[t], and x[t-T].
It is enhanced by isotropic fuzzy filter and given to the motion compensated fuzzy filter. The fuzzy filter applied strongest filtering to the pixels in surrounding motion compensated frames and weaker in other positions. The scaling factor is estimated by [10] 
V is the window centered on the pixel of interest. Motion compensated metric is used for evaluating the flickering artifacts. This metric considers the motion of the moving object. 
REDUCTION OF ARTIFACTS USING BILATERAL FILTER
The bilateral filter is a filter used for artifact reduction. In [9] bilateral filter is used for the removal of artifacts in images. In this bilateral filter is used in compressed videos and the comparison of the performance with adaptive fuzzy filter. Bilateral filtering is done by calculating the weighted averaging of its neighbouring pixels and modifies the current pixel values. The weights can be determined by using two parametersintensity and spatial distance.The output of the bilateral filter is The spatial domain s can found by using x in the horizontal direction (6) and y in the vertical direction (7). 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB.
Simulations are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the bilateral filter in compressed videos. Here we are using news as the input video. Simulation of adaptive fuzzy filter is done by finding spread parameter and detects the flickering artifacts using motion compensated vectors. The output of adaptive fuzzy filter is shown in Fig.(1) .Smaller the SSD dif, , smaller the artifacts, so less filtering is applied. Bilateral filter is applied to the compressed videos. It depends on the variation in intensity and spatial domain. The ouput video using bilateral filter in Fig.( 2) achieve significant improvement in visual quality and PSNR. In Fig.(3) , a graph for the PSNR value for different frames in two methods is shown to illustrate the performance of the two filters. It summarizes the PSNR value of the resultant video using bilateral filter is high when compared with adaptive fuzzy filter. 
CONCLUSION
Based on the theoretical analysis of blocking and ringing artifacts, increase in the video quality has been analyzed using two methods. Adaptive fuzzy filter has high computational complexity compared to bilateral filter. Bilateral filter is applied for video and analysis its performance based on the intensity domain and spatial domain. The PSNR values for both the techniques has been computed and plotted and we get higher PSNR value in case of bilateral filter which shows that the reduction of flickering and mosquito aritfacts and improved video quality.
